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The Line and the Cord: A Response to Blood in the Kava Bowl 

  

 

 

Dear Epeli, 

 

The Blood in the Kava Bowl runs thick these days  

And we no longer sit in the twilight to drink kava between us 

We pass instead an invisible cup of over-used metaphors to describe  

How it would, could, should be from various standpoint theories that we have imported from 

textbooks written by foreigners 

And we pretend that this exchange  

Is the equivalence of sharing Kava  

In a wooden bowl on a mat  

 

Some of us know who we are, and need not say our links to Vaihi 

Across the empty space that once was a kava bowl  

We don our scholarly mask of connectedness  

And pretend to understand the line 

That is our cord brought from Tangaloa. 

The professor does not know.  

He sees where the line was/should/might be and has  

A scholarly understanding of what the cord is and what  

Non-Pacific anthropologists and so-called leading thinkers tell him about the line and the cord.  

 

He does not drink the Kava for his cup is full and he is intoxicated  

By delusions of what it means to be/ and belong.  

And the Kava has risen, old friend, kava kuoheka – ready to be served –  

Drink of this metaphor and smile the grace of our fathers  

 

At him who says we are oppressed by our own ignorance,  

By you and by me,  

Smile at him who says we need to be saved  

From the outside, 

But it’s always twilight in Vaihi 

And his vision is clouded.  

  

The kava has risen again dear old friend,  

Take this cup… 

Ah, yes that matter of oppression –  

From Vaihi it begot in us unspoken knowledge  
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Of our soul and our bondage –  

You and I – the love of that inner mountain 

The mist and sprouting ashes – yes the kava trees of Tonga still grow well. 

  

The professor still talks  

Of oppression that we both know, 

Yet he tastes not  

The blood in the kava 

In our words – the pain of va in the cord and the line. 

He is listening to the sound of his own voice in the stillness.  

Smiling at his own reflection.  

 

He has read about the dry waters that rose to Tangaloa 

Who gave us the cup from which we drink 

The soul and tears of our land – our sea. 

He has read critical essays of the brothers who slayed Takalaua and fled to Niue, Manono and 

Futuna to be caught in Uvea and brought home to the priests of Maui. 

 

He has read widely, old friend, but he has not felt the blood in the words  

And Hikule’o is just another deity of a primitive civilization  

That he can draw from to his advantage but will not respect  

Or believe that there is blood in the text.  

 

And the mountain also crushes our people 

Their blood – our blood  

Flowing into red waters from the warm springs of Pulotu –  

Only you and I – our peoples, can taste and live 

In ancient understanding begat by Maui in Vaihi 

Aue…  

 

The Kava has risen old friend and we drink this bitter cup that is passed to us 

Because the blood is thick and it is the cup of the soul and the sweat of our people 

And we contemplate those three mushrooms which once grew in Mururoa 

And the rising sea-level and the shrinking/growing island of Tuvalu 

And the Runit dome leaking nuclear waste into fish  

That swim into our waking dreams 

A poison that is almost as deadly as our colonized minds  

The professor has read on that too 

  

We think of you as we think about our sea of islands that may or may not survive the capitalist 

economy of educational agendas in the 21
st
 Century. We listen to reports that we are sinking or 

growing or something and the bottom line always is that the outside knows what is best for us. 

And the professor is now so inebriated  

He cannot see the line for the cord 

For the trees  

For the faces of the people  
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Who stand in rows guarding the secrets of Pulotu. His cup is too full.  

  

The shit of the cows that Captain Cook brought from the Kings of England and France is now 

piled with a landfill from Amerika too!  

We no longer sit in the twilight to drink kava between us 

We pass instead the invisible cup of over-used metaphors to describe  

How it would, could, should be, is, 

From various standpoint theories that we have imported from textbooks written by foreigners 

And we pretend that this exchange is the equivalence of sharing Kava  

In a wooden bowl on a mat  

The Blood in the Kava Bowl runs so thick these days, Epeli.  

 

 
 


